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Tasker JT4-084-90 (30 Jul 90) 

EEl: 
1. Describe feature at each letter on sheet. 

2. What activity occurs at this site? 

3. Provide any additional information available (associated names, CIS, vehicles). 
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Feedback on JT4-84-90 (31 Jul 90) 

OOG: 301 OOOl Jul 
Various locations at the site are descibed as follows: 

A. It is the buisiness part which is not financial. It is brown and has tripple sections. 
This has gear and is square with rounded sides. 

B. This is a trouble zone (caution is required). It is black in color and has walls and 
sides at a ground area. 

C. This has four directions with transparent parts. It is a yellow structure with green 
around it. The structure has an interior and its purpose is to join with the radio operator. 

D. This is white, black, and blue. Gravitational forces are at work with this vehicle. 
Transit gear is included for directed and guided travel. 

E. This is a people place. People are here to (head) and run the show. It is a 
guarded facility. 

F. This involves furious and fast travel. The term Mayla, Myla is associated. It has 
a brown and green surface/cover which is seperate from the vehicle. 

G. This is water (supply) area. 
H. This is operable, reliable, and hyperable. It works to place on the ground. 

Two/three above are actual vehicles. Mechanical devices. At this site, touring is the 
emphasis with travel ways for carrying embargo. This main activity is not predominantly 
criminal in nature. People are allured and leave (come and go) in a time sensitive 
manner. This place involves South America and the issue is embargo. Freight 
transportation. Governmental laws which prohibit ships from departure of ports, foreign 
cars/cargo, and restrictions on trade. 

OOB: (310939 JUl 90) The site contains 8 assigned sublocations. They are: 

A. Seen as an area with an open barn-like structure in which 2-4 people are moving 
large quantities of raw straw-like material around while 2-4 other people are sitting quietly, 
doing something detailed to the material (such as picking out seeds). 

B. A large structure which can be seen from every other place in the compound. It has 
the appearance of an old, large, wooden "house". This structure contains admin/office 
areas for bosses/secretaries and supervisors. There is a feeling of avoidance for this 
place among the peon-level workers. The place is air conditioned, and appears to have 
one single main entrance/exit. A stack of finished, processed packages of very valuable 
drugs is stacked in one of the interior rooms. This room is locked, but has large window 
access along one wall. These drugs are in the form of plastic wrapped blocks of black 
"gooey" stuff. It appears to have the label "sale" (spanish word: "to go" or "to be let go"). 
There are well-apportioned offices, and a dual-purpose long passageway off one end of 
the house which appears to be used for both a sun/screen porch and a loading dock. 
The largest interior area is used for "joking and smoking" for the compound's upper-level 
supervisors, where they can have coffee, "hang out", sit on desks, talk to secretaries, etc. 
There was an added impression that only one of these upper-level supervisors is well 
educated. NOTE: This building was also detected in a previous session as being in 
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control of the port at iiiliIII 
C. Seen as a pumphouse and swimming pool. 

o. This structure contains rolls of red material which appears to be labels for packaging, 
cardboard ice-cream cartons, etc. for the packaging of marijuana. Activitied seen there 
consisted of a woman using a lever-type plunger to pack material into a cellophane 
wrapper to make a finished package of marijuana. The final product has varying labels 
and packaging types, according to shipping orders and plans. 

E. This area appeared to have a lot of (real) hay. There is a structure here which 
contains a radio room specifically for long-distance comms. I have a strong feeling that 
this should be disabled first before any other part of the compound, since warning sent 
out from here would cause a chain reaction among members of the drug community 
which could cause many other of our drug-interdiction projects to have to start over from 
the beginning. 

F. This area has some equipment storage, and some parking. The main purpose of this 
structure is for short-distance radio comms, for key-coding, and rotas. 

G. This area was confused with area H in session, and not addressed. 

H. This area was described as a living area, nursery, etc. for families, when tasked to 
describe area G. When tasked to describe H, OOB confused it with area C, and described 
as a recreation area/ball court. 

000: 311 025L July 90 SG1A 

This compound is downriver from the port facility at _ There is much activity 
at this site and some of it is considered very important. A portion of this site seems to 
be underground and/or much of it is hidden by trees and heavy vegetation, as not to be 
seen. There are definately drugs at this site, but in raw form. They have not yet or are 
being processed. There are mountains nearby and also a river, or a body of water. The 
different areas are as follows: 

A: This area has something that is held in a bowl or a round, open, container. There is 
a burning smell and smoke. There is water close by. 

B: This area has some type of structures or buildings. There are at least four, long, tall, 
narrow things that a person can stand in. There are machinery sounds and a bad smell. 
There is a large vehicle here, possibly a truck. People seem to be lifting something 
heavy, but they are smiling. Everyone seems to have their own individual work space. 
There is also an old woman here, like a grandmother. 
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c: In this area there is a large square box or container, a stinking, burning smell, and a 
pitcher of liquid. 

D: This area has at least two round things and something else that is pointed. There are 
drugs in this area that seem to be packed inside something else, (like a food item), as 
if made to look like something else. These items are waiting there to be picked up. 
There is a fat man with a gun waiting with them. This area seems to be out in the woods, 
but close to a river that has cayucos nearby. There is much activity in this area. 

E: There is much green and bushy vegetation in this area. There is a bad smell and a 
kind of leather smell. No other impressions were obtained. 

F: People seem to be very busy in this area, but everyone seems to be doing their own 
individual thing. No other impressions were obtained. 

G: There are at least two structures here that look like buildings, some are permanent 
and others are temporary. There is also a curved thing that looks rolled. There is a 
pounding sound. This area seems to be family operated. Many people in this area are 
related. 

H: This area has rows of vegetation with a vertical, and somewhat diagonal, structure 
sticking out of it. There are many angles here, one main diagonal and something pointed. 
The vegetation is mostly coca leaves, but there may be some marijuana plants. There 
is a sweet smell. There is something black that is covered with something yellow. There 
also seems to be a white blanket of something solid, like cement or stone. 
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